Abstract-This paper investigates the application of information-theoretic techniques to the design of advanced communication and storage systems. We use the information rate (IR), evaluated using a recently proposed efficient numerical technique, as the key parameter characterizing the system performance. As case studies, we consider three different scenarios: (i) single-carrier (SC) and multi-carrier (MC) transmission systems over linear dispersive channels, (ii) digital storage systems impaired by media noise, and (iii) optical communication systems with direct photo-detection. The obtained results show that a clever IR analysis can provide significant insights into system performance and design in several scenarios of interest in current applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
S INCE its appearance, information theory provides the communications engineer with valuable tools, among which, the channel capacity is most renowned. As widely known, the capacity of a channel represents the supremum of the achievable data transfer rates through that channel [1] . To achieve capacity, the best possible input distribution should be used. In other words, the distribution of the signal at the input to the channel should be chosen to maximize the attainable transfer rate. Unfortunately, there are two aspects which prevent channel capacity to be appealing in system design:
. in current communication and storage scenarios, the channel capacity may be very difficult to compute; . the system design constraints do not often allow the use of the capacity-achieving input distribution. In several scenarios, it turns out that the information rate (IR) of a channel is the most appealing performance metric, since it represents the supremum of the achievable data transfer rates, for a given input distribution [1] , [2] .
Recently, it has been shown how to efficiently compute the IR for systems which can be modeled as finite state machines (FSMs) [3] - [6] . In [6] , it has also been shown how to obtain upper and lower bounds if the actual channel can only be approximated with an FSM model. Since the FSM model can be applied to almost every practical application, the IR becomes a simple and effective performance indicator for system analysis.
In this paper, we analyze the IR in three different communication and storage scenarios, obtaining insights into the system structure which could hardly be discovered through standard Monte Carlo bit error rate (BER) analysis. The first scenario deals with the impact of the modulation format, either single-carrier (SC) or multi-carrier (MC), on the maximum achievable data transfer rate for transmission over linear dispersive channels, i.e., inter-symbol interference (ISI) additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels. The results obtained suggest that SC systems may be more efficient than MC ones, if the transmitter does not know the underlying channel. The second scenario deals with digital storage systems. We analyze two detection front-end structures to be used in the presence of media, or transition, noise. The obtained results suggest that proper design solutions may significantly outperform a conventional front-end. In the third scenario, we consider an optical transmission system with on-off keying (OOK) non-return-to-zero (NRZ) pulses and direct photo-detection at the receiver. The optical link is impaired by uncompensated chromatic dispersion (CD) and amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise. We show that advanced receivers can be designed, which can deal with significant amounts of uncompensated CD by directly operating in the electrical domain.
The three case studies considered in this paper on IR-based performance analysis allow to capture the influence of relevant parameters on the system performance.
JJ. PRELIMINARIES We wish to characterize a communication or storage system from an IR-based viewpoint. Let us assume that the modulation format is given and, due to a design constraint, the data symbol sequence at the input of the modulator consists of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) symbols {ak } C {O,...,M-1} with P{ak =i} 1/M, i =0,...,M -1. We denote the input process by A and the output process, i.e., the observable process, by Y. Under the assumption of joint ergodicity and stationarity of A and Y, the IR can be expressed by the Shannon-McMillan-Breiman theorem as [ 
n -~oo n + logp(yly.,.. .Yn|ai an)] where Yl, . ., Yn are n received observables, a1,..., an are the corresponding infornation symbols and p(.) denotes a probability density function (PDF). The IR can be computed using the Monte Carlo approach proposed in [3] - [6] and assuming a sufficiently large value of n. More precisely, the PDF P(Yl,... , Yn) is obtained by means of a recursive computation based on the received samples Yi, . . . , y. In [3] - [6] , this computation is shown to be equivalent to the forward recursion of a BCJR algorithm [7] . In [6] , it is also shown that if the received samples Yl,.. ., yn are generated with the actual channel model and the PDFs P(Yi,... , Yn) and P(Y1,... Yn laj,... , an) are computed using a different channel model, i.e., an "auxiliary channel," the obtained IR value is a lower bound on the actual IR. On the other hand, if P(Y1,... , yn a,...., an) is exactly computable, such as in additive noise channels with known noise statistics and an auxiliary channel is used only for the evaluation of P(Y1,... , Yn), an upper bound on the actual IR is obtained. As a consequence, the performed computations can be optionally, i.e., depending on complexity requirements, based on an auxiliary channel model which assumes finite memory and conditional independence of the observables given the data sequence.
III. SC AND MC MODULATIONS OVER DISPERSIVE CHANNELS
In this section, we use IR to investigate the intrinsic differences between SC and MC modulations. We mainly focus on scenarios where the channel is supposed to be unknown at the transmitter, i.e., the transmitted signal cannot be optimized for a specific channel.
A. SC ad MC System Models
We consider two different transmission schemes: SC and MC. These systems operate on the same bandwidth and are described by their equivalent discrete-time models. The SC scheme transmits i.i.d. quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) symbols with uniform distribution. The channel symbols in the MC scheme are formed using an orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) technique [8] , [9] : first, i.i.d. QAM symbols are collected in vectors of length N = 2", where v is a proper integer, then an inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) is applied to each vector, obtaining the vector of channel symbols. These SC or MC channel symbols are then transmitted through an ISI channel and corrupted by AWGN. In the SC case, the obtained samples represent the observables on which the receiver operates. We remark that the obtained results nicely extend to the case of colored additive Gaussian noise. Adopting the notation in [10] , we collect the samples generated in the channel models into vectors of length N, and assume that the length L of the channel impulse response satisfies L < N.
The observables at the input of the detection block in each case are described by the following relations. In the SC case, Ysc= Hx+w (1) where x is the vector of QAM symbols to be transmitted, Ysc denotes the vector of the observables in the SC case, w is a vector of i.i.d. noise samples, and H is a N x N Toeplitz matrix whose first row is the discrete time channel impulse response. In the MC case, YMC = HUx + w (2) where YMC denotes the vector of the observables and U is a unitary transform matrix which represents the MC modulator operator. In the case of classical OFDM it corresponds to the IFFT matrix. In general U can represent any linear transform, such as, e.g., a filtered multi-tone modulation [ 1] or any generic linear and orthogonal multi-carrier modulation scheme. If the channel is ideal, the convolution matrix H becomes the identity matrix. In this case, the well-known equivalence between SC and MC schemes is given by the following theorem.
Theorem 1: Assuming H = I, for each unitary transform U, i.e., UtU = UUt = I, the IR of the channel described by (1) is equal to the IR of the channel described by (2) .
Proof: The theorem is easily proven by applying at the receiver the invertible, and therefore IR-preserving, operation
Ut. The Unfortunately the same result cannot be applied to a dispersive channel. A disproof of the extension of Theorem 1 to the general ISI case will be given in the numerical results section.
B. An IR-Based Bit-loading Algorithm
In the following, we will compare IR of SC and MC schemes. As a reference, we will consider optimized input, i.e., channel knowledge at the transmitter, as well. In the case of discrete channel input symbols, the IR in the high signalto-noise ratio (SNR) region is limited by the cardinality of the set of possible inputs. If QAM constellation.2 Assign the 2 bits to the sub-carrier whose IR increment is maximum.
4) Repeat
Step 3 until all M bits are assigned. Since the IR is a concave function of the SNR and the IR gain obtained by increasing by 2 bits the cardinality of the QAM constellation in each sub-carrier is a decreasing function of the constellation cardinality, the above bit-loading algorithm con be shown to be optimal, given the input power profile, in the sense that it maximizes the overall IR.
C. Numerical Results and Discussion
In order to understand the inherent differences between the channel input distributions in the SC and MC case, and to evaluate their impact on the IR we considered several modulation formats, both realistic and idealized, and two different channels. The considered channels have finite impulse response (FIR), whose tap weights are (1, 2,1)/ 6 and (3,2,1)/'14, labeled as channel a and channel b, respectively. The considered modulation formats comprise:
1) a SC 16-QAM; 2) a 256-tone MC 16-QAM with uniform input power spectrum, i.e., constant transmitted power over every subchannel; 3) a 256-tone MC scheme with input power spectrum obtained using the water-filling algorithm and whose subchannels carry QAM constellations whose order is chosen using the bit-loading algorithm described in Section III-B, with an average of 4 bits per subchannel; 4) an oo-tone MC scheme3 with Gaussian input and uniform input power spectrum; 5) an oo-tone MC scheme with co-QAM input4 and uniform input power spectrum;
2The number 2 is due to the fact that a square QAM is described by an even number of bits. We remark that most practical bit-loading algorithm allow the use of cross-shaped QAM constellations, which are described by an odd number of bits. For simplicity, this option has not been pursued. 3A limiting OFDM system with infinite carriers. 4The oc-QAM input corresponds to a QAM constellation with infinitely many points. In other words, this input distribution is a uniform distribution over a square. 6) an oo-tone MC scheme with Gaussian input and input power spectrum obtained using the water-filling algorithm, i.e., the capacity-achieving input distribution; 7) an oo-tone MC scheme with oo-QAM input and input power spectrum obtained using the water-filling algorithm. As a reference, the IR performance of a 16-QAM modulation transmitted through an AWGN channel will be considered as well. The modulations with uniform input power spectrum reflect a reasonable choice in the case the transmitter cannot acquire any channel knowledge, such as, for example, in a broadcast scenario.
In Fig. 1 , the IR of the above described modulations is shown, as a function of the SNR,5 considering channel a. One can observe that the worst performance is achieved by the uniform input power spectrum MC 16-QAM scheme, which, to achieve an IR of 3 bits per channel use,6 exhibits a loss of about 6 dB with respect to other solutions. Interestingly, the SC 16-QAM approximately achieves the same performance of the MC scheme with water-filling bit-loading. The important difference is that this achievement is obtained without channel knowledge at the transmitter. An in-depth examination of Fig. 1 reveals that the oc-QAM with uniform input power spectrum completely recovers the loss of the MC 16QAM scheme. This suggests that the loss is mainly due to the absence of bit-loading in the MC 16QAM scheme. As a consequence, if MC is chosen instead of SC, two possible solutions should be considered, in order to prevent significant loss:
. consider a bit-loading algorithm (if a feedback channel is available); . consider a higher order QAM modulation and design the system to operate in a relatively low SNR region. This can be achieved, in a concatenated coding scheme, by adopting low-rate codes. In Fig. 2 , the IR of the above described modulations is shown, as a function of the SNR, for channel b. The conclusions drawn in Fig. 1 are substantially confirmed: (i) the MC 16-QAM scheme has worse performance than the SC 16-QAM scheme and (ii) an proper bit-loading completely recovers the loss. In this case, the bit-loading solution with water-filling exhibits a slightly better performance than the SC solution. SNR losses for a value of IR equal to 3.5 bit/use are shown in the figure.7
The above results show two different cases where the SC solution outperforms the corresponding MC solution with uniform input power spectrum and bit loading, thus achieving the desired IR with an SNR gain of a few dB. An extension of this analysis to several other channels reached, in all cases, the same conclusion. This result may be viewed as an informationtheoretic complement of previous BER-based analyses, which show that MC schemes may perform significantly worse than SC schemes in the presence of degraded subchannels [12] , [13] . The following conjecture naturally holds: for given constellation, ISI channel, and SNR, the IR of a SC scheme is larger than the IR of the corresponding MC scheme.
IV. DIGITAL STORAGE SYSTEMS
Magnetic or optical recording channels are essentially communication systems which can be modeled as ISI channels, impaired by colored Gaussian thermal noise. High-density magnetic recording channels, however, are also affected by multiplicative signal-dependent noise which is induced by the interaction between transitions in the information sequence stored on the medium [14] . This kind of noise, also known as media or transition noise, has power that increases with the density of the recording process, with different patterns for different recording media, and can be considered datadependent due to the random micro-structure of the grains in a thin-film recording medium. According to a first-order channel model [14] , media noise can be decomposed into two terms, a position jitter component, i.e., a horizontal shift of the pulse at the output of the channel from its ideal position, and a width-variation component, i.e., a change of the width of the pulse [ 14] .
In the next subsections, we will use the IR analysis to characterize the performance of two different detectors with respect to one associated with a conventional receiver, and demonstrate that the proposed solutions may be viewed as effective signal processing techniques for transition-noiselimited digital storage channels.
A. Channel Model
We focus on a longitudinal magnetic recording channel accounting for position jitter and width variation [14] In order to extract sufficient statistics from the continuous waveform r(t) at the output of a channel without media noise, an optimal detector uses a filter matched to the useful signal component, i.e., a filter with impulse response h(-t, w).
In [15] , it is shown that the presence of transition noise can be dealt with by means of a multidimensional front-end, i.e., the need for statistical sufficiency calls for a detector frontend with a number of filters proportional to the degree of description of the transition noise process [16] . According to a first-order channel model [14] , Fig. 3 Fig. 3 . This approach was applied to maximum a-posteriori probability sequence detection and the improvement in terms of SNR with respect to a conventional detector has been demonstrated by BER simulations [15] .
8The dependence on the variable w has been omitted.
(k) +T Moreover, in [16] it was also shown that a different frontend based on a filter p(t), which has nonzero response over the signal bandwidth B and strictly band-limited to a bandwidth BP, followed by a sampling device operating at rate /3/T, where Q is a suitable oversampling factor, can deliver sufficient statistics for detection of the information sequence {ak} affected by media noise provided Bp < -B. Fig. 4 shows the detector proposed in [16] . The samples Xko+± at the output of the sampler are indexed by k as to the symbol period and by f (with f = 0,1,.. .,-1), as to the Q samples extracted during the k-th symbol period. Note that the thermal noise samples which affect this signal can be made independent by a proper selection of p(t) as a square-root raised cosine filter with 3 dB bandwidth equal to Q/2T.
C. Numerical Results and Discussion
In this section, we present numerical results in terms of achievable IRs obtained for different front-end detectors. We define the user storage density as D = PW50/T and the SNR at the output of the receiver filter as SNRa = Es2 +2 (3) where Es is the symbol energy, and o7 and a 2 are the thermal noise power and the transition noise power, respectively. In (3), the index a = 100 x [(J2 /((J2 + uJ2 )] denotes the percentage of transition noise with respect to thermal noise, i.e., a = 0% means that only additive thermal noise is present. Similarly, we denote the percentage of position jitter noise relative to the total transition noise power by A, i.e., A = 100% means that transition noise is due to position jitter only [17] .
In Fig. 5 , the IR curves obtained assuming a user storage density D = 1.5 are presented. The curve labeled by " = 1, oa = 0 %" presents the IR of a magnetic channel without transition noise obtained at the output of a conventional frontend employing a matched filter h(-t) along with a sampling device working at one sample per signaling interval, i.e., Q = 1. For this detector, the discrete time observable is corrupted by ISI and colored Gaussian thermal noise. The IR curve has been derived applying linear prediction to the colored thermal noise process [18] , [19] . As a comparison, in Fig. 5 the IR curve for a magnetic channel without transition noise is also presented assuming an oversampled front-end, i.e., Q = 2 (curve labeled " = 2, oa = 0 %"). In this case, the computation of the IR has been performed on the oversampled discrete time observable affected by ISI Let us consider now the presence of transition noise, with a = 95 % and A = 50 %. Fig. 5 presents the IR curves obtained in [18] using (i) a mono-dimensional detector (ID curve), (ii) a bi-dimensional detector matched to position or width transition noise (2Dt and 2DW curves, respectively), and (iii) a three-dimensional detector (3D curve). Note that the ID curve is relative to the conventional front-end detector. The curve labeled by "2Dt" shows the IR at the output of a bidimensional detector that uses only two filters in the front-end matched to h(t) and ht(t), respectively, and the curve labeled "42Dw" presents the IR at the output of a bi-dimensional detector that uses two filters in the front-end matched to h(t) and hw(t), respectively. The curve labeled "3D" shows the IR achievable using a multidimensional front-end with filters matched to h(t), ht (t) and hw(t) [18] . Finally, the remaining curve in Fig. 5 , labeled "OV", shows the IR achievable by the oversampled detector in the presence of media noise. This curve has been obtained through the evaluation of the received observables PDFs by means of linear prediction of order v and under a Markovianity assumption [18] . This implies that the presented curve is a lower bound for the IR, since it has been computed assuming, at the receiver, an auxiliary channel model different from that used to generate the observables and associated to the considered storage system. Extensive simulation analysis showed that one can increase the quality of the lower bound on the IR simply increasing the prediction order v and, for a given prediction order v, increasing the oversampling factor A, especially in the low SNR region. In Fig. 5 the IR curve labeled "OV" has been obtained assuming an oversampling factor Q = 3 and a prediction order v = 4.
The IR obtained using oversampling is very close to the IR obtained using the three-dimensional front-end, especially at high SNRs: in the low SNR region, the estimate of the oversampled IR curve converges to the IR associated with the 3D front-end if the prediction order v and the oversampling factor are increased, at the cost of higher computational complexity. The IR curve obtained using oversampling and linear prediction is in good agreement with the IR curves presented in [18] , despite the fact that they are relative to different sets of observables. Moreover, note that the oversampled detector always outperforms, in terms of IRs, the IR curves associated with both bi-dimensional front-ends, i.e., the IR curves associated to a detector with filters matched to the position jitter or width variation noise. This is perfectly correct, since the bi-dimensional front-ends are suboptimal detectors when both the position jitter and width variation components are present (A = 50%).
Assuming, as in [19] , that an error correcting code with rate 16/17 is used, the SNR gain for a value of information rate equal to 16/17 bit/use is nearly 1.75 dB, showing that the oversampled and 3D detectors allow one to extract more information from the channel and use it in order to increase the system reliability. As shown in [18] , the potential gains can be even larger for higher storage density and perpendicular magnetic recording systems. From Fig. 5 one can conclude that both the multidimensional solution and the oversampling approach may be considered as effective signal processing techniques able to increase the achievable IR at the output of a storage channel limited by transition noise.
V. ADVANCED ELECTRICAL SIGNAL PROCESSING IN
OPTICAL COMMUNICATIONS In this section, we consider optical OOK transmission schemes with NRZ pulses and direct photo-detection [20] . In particular, by evaluating the IR of this class of systems, we investigate the impact of uncompensated CD on the performance achievable by electrical signal processing. We found that two samples per bit interval are needed in order to effectively cope with severe uncompensated CD. Moreover, we analyze the impact of quantization and show that 3-bit quantization is needed to completely exploit the information embedded in the received electrical signal. These results can be found in part in [21] .
The IR will be evaluated assuming that the observables are independent conditionally on the data sequence. In practice, since the finite memory assumption can be made accurate at will by increasing the considered system memory, the conditional independence of the observables is the only cause of mismatch between the actual channel and the adopted auxiliary channel. Extensive numerical analysis showed that the correlation between two adjacent samples, spaced by onehalf bit interval, is small but not completely negligible. Hence, the following results correspond to lower bounds on the IR, i.e., the actual IR is guaranteed to be higher [6] .
A. Communication System Model and Design
In the considered communication system model, a bit rate of 10 Gb/s is considered, i.e., the bit interval T is equal to 100 ps. The modulator comprises a square pulse shaping filter, an electrical low-pass filter with transfer function Hm(f), and a Mach-Zehnder (MZ) device. The low-pass modulation electrical filter is a 3rd order Bessel filter with bandwidth equal to 9.5 GHz. The input/output relation of the MZ device is as follows [20] :
where E01,t is the output electrical field, Eo is the input electrical field from the laser source, ,u = 0.93 is the modulation index and Vhn is the input voltage, normalized in the range (-0.5, 0.5).
The modulated signal propagates through a linear dispersive optical fiber modeled by the following frequency response [20] rupted by wide-band ASE noise, characterized by polarization components both parallel and orthogonal to that of the useful signal. The ASE noise is modeled as a white Gaussian complex bi-dimensional vector process (one complex dimension per polarization) [20] . The mono-lateral power spectral density per complex dimension is No. The received optical signal, i.e., the sum of useful signal and noise, is filtered by an optical filter with transfer function Ho(f) and then converted to an electrical signal by a square-law photo-detector. The signal is then filtered by an electrical filter with transfer function He (f).
We assume that the optical filter is a 3rd order Bessel filter with bandwidth 32.5 GHz, and the electrical filter is a 5th order Bessel filter with bandwidth 7 GHz. We consider only uniform quantization, i.e., the thresholds describing the quantization function are equally spaced. If the number of bits representing the quantized value is m, then 2m regions are considered and, correspondingly, 2m -1 thresholds. A uniform quantization function is uniquely identified by (i) the number of bits m, (ii) the maximum threshold, and (iii) the minimum threshold. If we denote the quantized interval, to which the observable y(') belongs, by an index zk and, as a consequence, the quantized vector observable by zk = (z(, z(1)), the IR computation algorithm described in Section II can still be used by replacing Yk with zk. In particular, the quantized observable probability mass function (PMF) (conditioned on the transmitted data sequence), to be used in the forward recursion of the algorithm in [6] , becomes (6) where L is the considered FSM memory (in bit intervals) and the conditional PMF p(z(i) akL) is obtained as follows:
OSNR [dB] where I(z(i)) denotes the quantization interval in correspondence with the index z and p(y(j) a_L) is obtained as described in [22] .
B. Remarks on Performance Analysis
In the following, the optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) is defined as the ratio between the average received noiseless optical signal power and the optical noise power in a bandwidth corresponding to 0.5 nm at 1550 nm carrier wavelength. As in typical BER-based analysis, the IR can be computed as a function of the OSNR. The IR is, obviously, a monotonically increasing function of the OSNR. In Fig. 6 , the IR of the considered OOK NRZ scheme with direct photo-detection is shown as a function of the OSNR. The CD is equal to 0 ps/nm.
In optical communication systems, high coding rates are usually employed. In other words, for each transmitted binary symbol, one would like to transmit an amount of information close to 1 bit. We remark that, in commercial optical communication systems, forward error correction (FEC) codes are used to achieve virtually error-free performance. A typical code rate for optical FEC schemes using Reed-Solomon codes is 239/255, meaning that every 255 transmitted bits only 239 represent the information payload and the remaining 16 are redundant bits used for error detection and correction.
Assuming that the code rate is set to 239/255 and keeping in mind that the IR represents the maximum achievable data transfer rate (for the modulation format in use), it is possible to compute the OSNR needed to achieve an IR equal to 239/255 as a function of the parameters which need to be optimized. This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 6 , where a dashed horizontal line (positioned at an IR equal to 239/255) intersects the IR curve at a particular OSNR value. Due to the monotonicity of the IR curve, one can conclude that beyond the obtained OSNR, the IR will be higher. In the following, IR results will therefore be given in terms of OSNR required to achieve an IR equal to 239/255, where the number 239/255 0.937 has the only property of being a sufficiently high, widely used coding rate. A similar approach is typically used in a BER-based performance analysis. In order to achieve a sufficiently low BER after FEC, modem optical error correction coding schemes require to operate at uncorrected error rates equal to or lower than 10-3. As a consequence, BER-based results can be given in terms of OSNR required to achieve a given target uncorrected BER equal to 10-3. Beyond this OSNR the BER will be lower than 10-3 and, after FEC processing, "almost zero." On the other hand, a lower OSNR will result in a BER higher than 10-3 and the FEC will not be able to correct the detection errors.
C. Numerical Results and Discussion
In this section, we apply the IR computation algorithm in Section II to the OOK NRZ transmission scheme described in Section V-A and focus on the impact of CD on the achievable system performance. The system performance is evaluated from a BER-based perspective as well, considering a standard threshold detection scheme.
In Fig. 7 , the upper bound on the OSNR required to achieve an IR equal to 239/255 bit/use is shown, as a function of the CD, in a scenario with 2 samples per bit interval. The performance with no quantization, 1-bit, 2-bit, and 3-bit uniform quantization is analyzed. For comparison purposes, the OSNR required by a threshold detector to achieve a BER equal to 10-3 is also shown. The meaning of the IR-based curves is the following. If the operating point falls in the region above the curve, for each p* > 0 as small as desired, it is possible to devise a coding scheme with rate 239/255 which guarantees a BER lower than p*. This region is said to be achievable. The meaning of the curve obtained by evaluating the BER with Monte Carlo simulation of a standard threshold detector is that at the considered value of CD, a BER equal to 10-3 is achieved at the corresponding OSNR. As a straightforward consequence, a BER lower than 10-3 is obtained at larger values of the OSNR. One can immediately recognize that a standard threshold detector is far from optimal. In particular, one can observe that considering a proper coding scheme and detection algorithm with 1-bit quantization (the quantization level of threshold detection) and 2 samples per bit interval could lead to about 2.5 dB gain. The 2-bit OSNR curve shows that this quantization level is sufficient to recover from high dispersion values. Nevertheless, a 2-bit quantization causes a penalty of approximately 1 dB with respect to the unquantized case in the high dispersion region. On the other hand, it is easily recognized that a 3-bit quantization is sufficient to accurately represent the received sampled signal, since this induces a penalty which ranges between about 0.1 dB, for low CD values, to about 0.3 dB in the medium CD region.
In Fig. 8 , the upper bound on the OSNR required to achieve an IR equal to 239/255 bits per channel use is shown, as a function of the number of quantization bits, considering several CD values. One can observe that the highest relative performance improvement is obtained increasing the number of quantization bits from 1 to 2. On the other hand, a 4-bit or 5-bit quantization is needed in order to recover the entire information content embedded into the received signal. This is especially true for medium/high values of CD.
As a conclusion, it is noteworthy that signal processing in the electrical domain is indeed a feasible option for coping with significant CD, thus avoiding costly compensation in the optical domain.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we employed the IR analysis to obtain insights into system design for three different scenarios. In particular, we compared SC and MC solutions for dispersive linear channels and show that SC schemes outperform MC schemes in the case the channel is unknown at the transmitter. We analyzed two recently proposed magnetic storage front-ends, showing that significant improvement could be made to current conventional front-ends. Finally, we used IR to show that CD in current optical communication schemes can be effectively dealt with in the electrical domain.
In all considered case studies, by accurate modelling of each system, the corresponding IR has been evaluated and the impact of relevant system parameters has been analyzed.
